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Towie's Demi Sims confirms romance with Too Hot To Handle's Francesca Farago as they snog in Instagram pic
18/01/2021 18:09 by admin

Demi Sims has finally confirmed her romance with Too Hot To Handle's Francesca Farago, with the pair snogging in a
sexy Instagram snap.
 
 Earlier this month, fans began to speculate that the two women were dating after spotting flirty comments on social
media.

 Demi and Francesca have confirmed their romance with a steamy snog
 
 
 And the 24-year-old The Only Way Is Essex star has now made their relationship Instagram official.
 
 The beauty shared two photos to her page this evening, with the one showing her grinning at Francesca as she
wrapped her arms around her from behind.
 
 The stunning couple are both dressed in bikinis, and affectionately holding onto each other's hands.
 
 The second photo is near-identical, apart from Demi and 27-year-old Francesca are sharing a steamy kiss.
 
 
 
 The pair looked loved-up in the new Instagram snaps
 
 
 
 Demi is recently single after splitting from ex Leonie
 
 
 She simply captioned the post: "Swipe for a kiss", with Francesca commenting: "I'm the luckiest person alive tbh".
 
 She also posted the kiss picture to her own social media page, adding just a heart emoji for the caption.
 
 Demi's followers were thrilled by the romance confirmation, with her cousin Frankie commenting a string of crying
emojis.
 
 
 
 Francesca shot to fame on Netflix show Too Hot To Handle
 
 
 Her ex Megan Barton-Hanson also seemed supportive as she wrote: "Cuties", and Love Island's Lucie Donlan penned:
"Happy for you".
 
 Canadian Francesca shot to fame on Netflix dating show Too Hot To Handle, where she got engaged to Australian
influencer Harry Jowsey, however, their romance did not last.
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 Meanwhile, Demi's most recent relationship was with Ex On The Beach's Leonie McSorley, but last month it was
confirmed that they had split.
 
 
 
 
 
 - The Sun
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